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An ultrafine-particle plasma consisting of electrons, positive Kf ions, and large negative C;e ions is 
produced by introducing “Buckminsterfullerene, C 60” particles into a low-temperature (~0.2 eV) 
potassium plasma column confined by a strong axial magnetic field. With an increase in the C, 
fraction, the electron shielding decreases, yielding clear effects on plasma collective phenomena, 
which are demonstrated for low-frequency electrostatic plasma-wave propagations and instabilities. 
This plasma might be useful for producing new &-based materials. 

I. lNTRODUCTlON II. EXPERlMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS 

Plasmas including dusts or fine particles are of current 
interest in various fields of physics and engineerings.’ Under 
the condition of no direct electron-impact ionization and de- 
composition, large particles are negatively charged up in 
plasmas such that there is no net electric current to the par- 
ticles. Even in case of ultrafine particles, if they are elec- 
tronegative, i.e., their electron affinity is large, they are nega- 
tively charged up in plasmas. In most cases, however, fine 
particles do not have well-defined mass and size, and thus it 
is often quite difficult to understand plasmas including such 
dusts or fine particles. 

In this work, “Buckminsterfullerene, C&” particles’ are 
used for the purpose of producing a simple plasma including 
negative ions; C6e particles are large cage-like molecules 
composed of 60 carbon atoms. They are stable, having well- 
defined mass of mass number -720 and size of about 0.7 nm 
in diameter. In our work, C,, particles are introduced into a 
low-temperature (~0.2 eV) plasma column consisting of 
electrons and potassium Kf ions, which is produced by con- 
tact ionization of K atoms and is confined radially by a 
strong axial magnetic field in a Q machine.3 According to 
careful analysis of ion species, the plasma obtained consists 
of electrons, K” ions, and C, ions; C,,, particles are much 
smaller than usual fine particles but is much larger than posi- 
tive ions in our plasma. Preliminary measurements of this 
ultrafine-particle plasma have been reported at the meetings 
on plasma physics. Some of them will also appear in Ref. 4. 

The experiment is carried out in a single-ended Q 
machine3*8 with a vacuum chamber, 15.7 cm in diameter and 
400 cm long, with pumping systems at both ends. A plasma 
consisting of electrons and potassium ions Kf is produced 
by contact ionization of K atoms at a hot 5.2 cm diameter 
tungsten plate heated up to 2000 “C under the “electron- 
rich” condition. The background gas pressure is smaller than 
1X 10M6 Torr. The plasma column, with density 
n,=(l.O-5.0)X109 cmm3 and electron temperature T,=0,2 
eVZT, (ion temperature), flows along a uniform magnetic 
field Bs4 kG and is terminated by a metal endplate situated 
at a distance of 210 cm from the hot plate, which is kept at 
floating potential. 

As is well known, since a simple method was established 
for producing C,,, particles in large quantities5 a number of 
works have been carried out to produce new materials com- 
posed of C,0.6*7 Our ultrafine-particle plasma might provide 
a new approach in the field of such a material science. 

In Sec. II, experimental apparatus and methods are de- 
scribed. Experimental results are presented, together with 
discussions, in Sec. III. Section IV contains conclusions. 

As shown schematically in Fig. 1, a Q-machine plasma 
passes through a copper cylinder of 7.6 cm in diameter and 
20 cm long, situated at a position around the machine center. 
The cylinder has a 3 cm diameter hole on the side wall, 
where we set an oven for sublimation of C6e. The oven, 
which is also made of copper, has a small hole to inject cc0 
in the direction toward the Q-machine plasma. The fullerene 
C6s, which is produced by discharge between carbon elec- 
trodes in a closed system,ss9 is kept as a soft film on the inner 
surface of the oven. The temperature for the C, sublimation 
is in the range 350-400 “C. The oven temperature Ta, mea- 
sured at its bottom, is carefully changed to cover this tem- 
perature range while the cylinder is kept at a constant tem- 
perature around 400 “C. In the region surrounded by the 
cylinder, the density of C, particles sublimated is in the 
range S1013 cmm3, depending on T,,, which corresponds to 
the pressure range S10m6 Torr. These values are estimated 
from a &, decrease in the oven. In the region outside the 
cylinder, the density and pressure of C, particles are smaller 
by one to two orders of magnitude than those inside the 
cylinder. 

a’Present address: Department of Physics, Shizuoka University, Shizuoka 
422, Japan. 

Most of plasma parameters are measured by movable 
Langmuir probes with heating systems to keep their surfaces 
clean. An “omegatron” analyzer” also with heating system, 
situated behind a small hole of the endplate, is used for ana- 
lyzing ion species. This analyzer yields signals due to the 
cyclotron resonances of ion species. There appear peaks in a 
collector current I, of the analyzer when a frequency of ap- 
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FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus.  

plied radio frequency (RF) electric field is equal to the ion 
cyclotron frequencies. It is also possible to identify the ion 
species by measuring low-frequency electrostatic plasma- 
wave propagations and instabilities.” 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The C,, control is monitored by measuring a negative- 
saturation current of the Langmuir probe, I,-, which de- 
pends on To. A typical variation of I,- is demonstrated in 
Fig. 2, where the probe is set at the radial center. W ith an 
increase in To, I,- decreases, implying a decrease in electron 
density n, because a change in T, is not observed. In this 
experiment, the electron fraction 1 -E is found to decrease to 
the value around 1X 10-i at the radial center, where 
e=n- /np (np=n+=n,+n- if Z=l) with positive and 
negative ion densities, n + and n _ , respectively. This value is 
not as small as in case of SF,-gas introduction into a 
Q-machine plasma.11-‘3 This is partly because the electron 
affinity (~2.65 eV) is smaller than that of SF, (-3.39 eV). 
But, we must be careful about a radial plasma structure 
modified in the presence of C, ions, the Larmor radius 
(-0.46 cm at B=2 kG) of which is much larger than that of 
K+ ions. 

Figure 3 shows typical probe characteristics, i.e., probe 
current ZP against potential difference VP applied between 
the probe and the hot plate which is electrically grounded 
together with the vacuum chamber (the cylinder and the oven 
are kept floating), at radial positions (a) r=O cm and (b) 
r= 1.5 cm. It can be found in Fig. 3(a) that there also appears 
a decrease in the positive-saturation current I,, in addition 
to a decrease in I,- when To is increased. But, I,- decreases 

‘s- 
- To=200C t7 

32OC- \ 

H TIME 
30  min 

FIG. 2. Control of C, particles: negative probe-saturat ion current I,- 
against To. 

(a) r=Ocm 
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(b) r=1.5cm 
-ID @N 

1 ,5 To= 200  C 

FIG. 3. Typical probe characteristics at (a) r=O cm and  (b) r=l.S cm with 
T,, as  a  parameter.  B =2.0 kG. 

more drastically than I,, . This means that the decrease in n, 
is accompanied by an increase in It-. On the other hand, 
however, at r= 1.5 cm, with an increase in To, I,, increases 
while I,- decreases, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The increase in 
I,+ implies an increase in np( = n +) at this position. Here it 
is to be noted that neither plasma cooling nor heating due to 
the C,,, introduction can be supposed in our pressure range of 
c60* 

An effect of C60 particles on the radial plasma profile is 
presented in Fig. 4. Since np( =n+) is proportional to I,, , 
the I,, profile corresponds to a radial variation of the plasma 
density. On the other hand, I,- includes currents due to elec- 
trons and negative ions. The ratio of electron to negative-ion 
current is given by (n,/n~)(T,m~lT~m,)“2  for electrons of 

(a) 

(b) 

r(cm) 

FIG. 4. Radial profiles of (a) I,_ and  (b) I,, with To as a  parameter.  I,- and  
I,, are negative and  positive probe-saturat ion currents, respectively. B =2.0 
kG. 
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FIG. 5. Collector current I, of the omegatron as a function of frequency 
w/27r of applied RF field at B =3.85 kG and T,=480 “C. 

mass m, and temperature T, and negative ions of mass m- 
and temperature T- . Since this ratio is l.9X103(n,/n-) in 
our case, the negative-ion current is larger than the electron 
current only when ~JFI-~~.OX~O-~ is satisfied, where T- 
is assumed to be 0.07 eV because ToS500 “C. In this experi- 
ment, the electron current is much larger than the negative- 
ion current. Thus the Z,- profile gives a radial variation of n, 
even in the presence of Gee particles. As shown in Fig. 4, in 
the absence of C,e particles (To=200 “C), the I,- profile is 
almost the same as the I,, profile. By introducing C,, par- 
ticles, the Z S+ profile becomes broad, showing a plasma 
spread in the radial direction. This is due to the large Larmor 
radius of negative C6,, ions. The I,- profile becomes also 
broad but is not as broad as the I,, profile, implying that 
electrons are rather well confined by the magnetic field. 
Thus, the fraction of negative CGO ions increases, i.e., 1 -E 
decreases, resulting in a formation of local plasma structure, 
in the radial direction. In case of the measurements shown in 
Fig. 4, we obtain l-~~0.2 in the central region (rs1.5 cm) 
but l-e-O.1 at r==3.0 cm, being followed by a further de- 
crease in the plasma edge region. 

branches of propagation, i.e., fast and slow modes, corre- 
sponding to two ion species.“J*4*‘5 In our experiment, a grid 
is used to generate ion waves propagating along a magnetic 
field toward the downstream region8 Small sinusoidal poten- 
tial variations within 0.1 V peak-to-peak are applied to the 
grid which is biased a little positively with respect to the 
floating potential. Typical wave patterns obtained from an 
interferometer detection system are demonstrated in Fig. 7. It 
can be found in Fig. 7(b) that there are two modes in the 
presence of negative C,, ions. One of them, the mode with 
long wavelength (fast mode), propagates even in the absence 
of C& ions, as shown in Fig. 7(a). This mode is due to K’ 
ions. The mode with short wavelength (slow mode) propa- 
gates only when there are Cio ions. Figure 8 presents disper- 
sion relations of these two modes, which yield linear rela- 
tions between u/27r and k (wave number). This means that 
the both modes corresponds to ion sound waves with phase 
velocities uP( = o/k) independent of w/271: 

In order to know how many electrons are attached to the 
C6e particle, ion species are analyzed by using the omegatron 
analyzer.” The collector current of the analyzer, I,, is plot- 
ted as a function of frequency 0/27r of applied RF electric 
field for cyclotron acceleration. A typical example of the 
spectra measured is shown in Fig. 5. A clear peak of -Z, is 
found in addition to the positive peak due to Kf ions at 
w,+( = eBlm +)/2 m. A dependence of the frequency giving 
this negative peak on B is presented in Fig. 6. The results 
show a good agreement with predicted values of 
tic-( = eBlm -)/2rr for C, ions. Thus, we can conclude that 
our negative Cho ions are exactly Cio. 

In a plasma consisting of electrons, positive ions, and 
negative ions, the phase velocities of the fast and slow modes 
are given by (o/k)2=[T,l(1-~)+3T+]/m+ and 
(w/k)2c=[~T,/(1-~fT,/T,)+3T_]/m-, respectively, 
where rn-%?n,. and T,% T, > T- are assumed. in the ex- 
periment, T,? T+ > T- and there is a flow of K+ ions, which 
is due to acceleration by the electron sheath of potential drop 
20.5 V in front of the hot plate. Thus the above expressions 
cannot be directly applied to our experiment. But, a qualita- 

ta) 
0/2~=30 kHz 

fb) 
A decrease in n, gives rise to a decrease in the electron 

shielding for potential variations. As a result, there appear 
changes of plasma collective phenomena, which are clearly 
observed for low-frequency electrostatic plasma-wave propa- 
gations and instabilities.” 

U b iocm ’ DOWNSTREAM 

Ion waves are typical low-frequency electrostatic plasma 
waves. In the presence of negative ions, there are two 

FIG. 7. Wave patterns of ion waves with frequency 0/2~r=30 kHz at (a) 
?“a=200 “C and (b) To=470 “C. 

B (kG) 

FIG. 6. Frequency at the negative peak in the omegatron spectrum (see Fig. 
S), w,,dZ?r, as a function of B at To=480 “C. The solid line indicates the 
predicted cyclotron frequency of C$ . 
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FIG. 8. Dispersion relations of fast and slow ion waves at To=200 “C and 
470 “C. The best fit lines (straight solid lines) yield the phase velocities 
v,=2SXlO” cm/s (fast mode, 7’,,=2OO”C), 3.3X10” cm/s (fast mode, 
T,=470 “C), and 3.8X104 cm/s (slow mode, To=470 “C). 

tive behavior of ion sound waves is well described by these 
relations. With a decrease in 1- 6, up increases for the both 
modes, as observed in the experiment. It is also predicted 
that the fast mode is more sensitive to l-6 than the slow 
mode. By measuring up of the fast mode, we can estimate 
1 -E even if 1 -E is so small that the probe does not give a 
correct value of 1-e.” 

An example of low-frequency electrostatic instabilities is 
an ion-cyclotron wave instability.16 The instability is trig- 
gered by applying a positive potential to a small disk elec- 
trode situated in front of the endplate. A number of experi- 
ments have been performed on this instability,17 although 
there are still discussions about the generation mechanism.18 
In the presence of negative ions, there appear two modes of 
instability”~‘3 with frequencies given by 

2 w =w:++[T,/m+(l-E)]? and ~~=~~-+[eT,lm- 
X(l-e+&Ka)]& where effects of the finite ion Larmor 
radius are neglected, K is the wave number perpendicular to 
the magnetic field, and p:, = m + T,/e2B2. Both of them have 
the frequencies higher than 0,,@7r and co,-l2~, respec- 
tively. Their separations from w,+/27r and w,-l27r increase 
as 1 --E is decreased. Figure 9 shows a typical frequency 
spectrum observed. When C,, particles are introduced, there 
appears a signal due to C$ ions in addition to the signal due 
to K+ ions. The frequency is higher than 0,~12~ as found in 
Fig. 10, and increases with a decrease in 1- 6, as predicted 

B=4kG 

To= 490 C 

0/2n (kHz) 7L. P Hare, H. W. Kroto, and R. Taylor, Chem. Phys. Lctt. 177,394 (1991). 
‘N. Sato, H. Sugai, A. Sasaki, and R. Hatakeyama, Phys. Rev. Lctt. 30,685 
(1973). 

FIG. 9. A typical frequency spectrum of electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave 9T. Mieno, H. Takatsuka, E. Kumekawa, A. Sakurai, and T. Asano, J. 
instabilities at B =4.0 kG and To=490 “C. Plasma Fusion Sci. Res. 69, 793 (1993). 

B (kG) 

FIG. 10. Frequency w/2?r of ion-cyclotron wave instability due to C,$ ions 
as a function of magnetic field B at To=490 “C. 

theoretically, although the flow of Kf ions and the finite ion 
Larmor radius have to be taken into account in order to ob- 
tain a quantitative agreement between the measured and pre- 
dicted values. 

Iv. CONCLUSIONS 

An ultrafine-particle plasma with C, is produced by in- 
troducing C,,, particles into a magnetized low-temperature 
plasma, where there is no electron-impact ionization and de- 
composition. The C, fraction, n Jn + , is controlled in the 
range 50.9. With an increase in n-/n+ , the electron shield- 
ing effect decreases, yielding clear changes of plasma collec- 
tive phenomena, as demonstrated for ion-wave propagations 
and ion-cyclotron wave instabilities. 

Because of its simplicity, the plasma produced would be 
useful for investigating ultrafine-particle plasmas. This 
plasma might be attractive also in the field of material sci- 
ence. Various knowledges and techniques established in 
plasma physics and engineerings could be applied to control 
of Ceo particles for producing C,-based materials. 
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